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NAN GROWS PARTNER CHANNEL
EXCEEDS PROJECTIONS BY 120%
NAN CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS, NORTH ATTLEBORO, MA – October 31st, 2016 - NAN is
pleased to announce the growth of its Partner Channel. With the signing of its 16th contributing
partner, NAN has exceeded expectations by 120% over the last three quarters. Since the launch
of its channel-focused sales initiative, NAN has surpassed its goals and continues to welcome
new partners to its aggressive program. “NAN’s focus is on enabling its valued partners to
provide top-notch services to their clients – NAN is always there to back them up and answer
increasingly complex questions.” says E. Burke Anderson, President & CEO. NAN focuses on
providing a wide range of services to Partner clients with an emphasis on designing the right
solution up front and solving customer problems quickly. NAN’s industry certifications across
many technical areas provide Partners with the confidence of NAN’s skills, and 25 years in the
business allows NAN to draw on a depth of knowledge few providers enjoy. NAN projects
continued growth of their partner channel into Quarter 4 and throughout 2017.
If you or your company have interest in NAN’s Partner Program, please contact
partner@nan.com or call 800-299-3330 for more information.
ABOUT NAN: Born as a corporate ISP 25 years ago, North Atlantic Networks (NAN) has played
an instrumental role in the development of networking, telecommunication, IT security, and
cloud computing technologies. NAN delivers customized enterprise-class solutions and focused
support to its clients with competitive pricing on their wholly owned and managed VMware
based cloud platform. NAN’s commitment to cutting edge infrastructure is complemented by
their award-winning support and engineering expertise.
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